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The New Digital 
Canvas:
Bowen Technovation 
Presents 
MicroTiles™

By: Jeff Norris

Christie MicroTiles™ - digital display 
technology which creates a practically 
seamless digital image in almost any 
size or shape and offers spectacular, 
crisp visuals at any distance - are now 
available from Bowen Technovation, a 
leader in visual solutions for museums, 
planetariums, and science centers. 

 
MicroTiles™ are modular display 
units that can be stacked like build-
ing blocks to create display walls of 
virtually any shape or scale using 
proven DLP® technology and are 

High Res Dome 
Pans With New 
V4.2 AstroFX-
MediaManager

By: Mark Trotter 
Senior Project Manager

Digital display and projection have 
almost completely taken over the 
presentation world, replacing slide pro-
jectors and film.  Because of this trend, 
slide projectors are becoming more 
difficult to purchase.  This is even more 
apparent in planetariums where slide 
projectors that are fully controllable 
through a show control system are very 
difficult to find.    

At the same time, computer and display 
technologies have expanded in capa-
bilities.  Everyday domed theaters are 
converting to all-dome digital projec-

continued on page 2...

tion for not only graphics and images 
but also for the projection of the sun, 
moon, and stars.

Your Mechanical Optical Focus
 
However, there are still many immer-
sive theaters/planetariums that prefer 
to keep a sky projected by an optome-
chanical star projector.  Traditionally, 

continued on page 8...

specifically designed for maximum image quality in indoor, high-ambient light 

slide projec-
tors have 
been used 
to project 
graphics and 
astronomical 
images on the 
dome that the 
planetarium 
star projector 
could not.  To 
replace these rapidly extinct slide pro-
jectors, some sites bounce little LCD 
projectors off poor-quality domed mir-
rors that degrade image quality, make 
text unreadable, and require tedious 
“pre-warping”/rendering the video. 

For over seven years, Bowen Techno-
vation has offered our AstroFXMedia-
Manager system as a slide projector 
replacement technology.  Using single 
or multiple digital displays or projec-
tors, AstroFXMediaManager provides a 
convenient, flexible, and powerful tool 
for presentations on your dome or in 
your exhibit space.

Drag and Drop Show Creation…
No Rendering!
 
Here is how it works. The show pro-
ducer first collects images, movies, and 
audio in software such as Photoshop, 
After Effects, Audition, Premiere, or 
any other graphics/audio/video soft-
ware.  You then drag and drop these 
into MediaManager timelines to layer 

environments. (MicroTiles™ are intended for 
indoor use only.)

Size Does Matter 

With a screen size of 16 inches wide x 12 
inches high, the tiles also feature a shallow 
depth of only 10 inches and require just 2-4 
inches of minimal clearance for rear ventila-
tion.  MicroTiles™ can be installed in tight 
environments where space is at a premium.
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“MicroTiles” continued from page 1...
Live Long and Prosper
 
Combined with an LED light engine that is rated at 65,000 
hours to half brightness (that is nearly 7.5 years of continuous 
operation), MicroTiles™ offer substantially brighter images 
and a much wider color palette than conventional LCD and 
plasma displays with no lamps or consumables to replace.

Super-fine
 
The tiles have a super-fine pixel pitch of 0.5mm, which is 70 
times more than the most popular 4mm surface-mount display 
LED panels. A 1mm seam means a virtually seamless image. 
No information is “lost” as with the larger mullions of other 
“video-wall” displays.

Easy To Service
 
Each tile is 100% front accessible, allowing you to repair or 
replace any serviceable component in less than 15 minutes, 
without having to turn off or bring down any of the other tiles. 
Simply remove the front screen.

Simple Playback
 
To play video or data on the tiles, simply connect a PC or 
other media player to our processor using a DVI cable. The 
processor is compatible with all standard graphic formats, 
playback devices, and mainstream creative and digital signage 
software.

ing technology of the tiles, or we could add more processors to 
maintain a native resolution.

It’s Automatic
 
The processor monitors the status and performance of each 
tile and automatically calibrates color and brightness across 
the entire display in real-time. And, even if a light engine is 
entirely replaced in one of the tiles, the system will adapt auto-
matically to ensure the display is evenly matched.

Resolution Choices
 
Each processor can drive hundreds 
of tiles, or you may wish to have 
multiple processors. For example, 
the five tile vertical display that 
was set up in our booth at the AAM 
show in Los Angeles had a native 
resolution of 720 x 2700, and we 
were using one processor.  If we had 
more tiles, we could use the same 
processor utilizing the built-in scal-

Viewpoint
 
Position is not a factor. MicroTiles™ look amazing at any 
angle and any viewing distance. Plus, you can walk right 
up to the display for a closer look, and even touch it – it’s 
cool and remains that way without sending your energy bills 
through the roof. 
 
Speaking of Touch………
 
With the appropriate gesture software, the Microtiles™ can 
even function like a touchscreen without even touching the 
display.

 
You can see a video example of this at:
www.bowentechnovation.com/microtiles/gesture.html.

Tell me More!
 
To read more details about this product go to  
www.bowentechnovation.com/microtiles/presentation.html.

“Mark and Dan were great last week through-
out the entire installation. Chris tells me he 
has talked with Mark a few times since the 
installation for some follow up questions and 
your crew continues to be very helpful. Need-
less to say we are having a ball with Astro FX 
Commander…”it is only way to fly”

“I want to also thank you and your amazing 
staff for an outstanding job at the National 
Museum of the Pacific War. Thank you for 
helping to make the Museum a huge success. 
We look forward to working with Bowen 
Technovation on future projects.”

“Your company has certainly lived up to its 
reputation on this project.”
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25 Years of Innovation and 
Great Relationships

By: Jeff Bowen

September 10, 2010 marks our 25th anniversary in business. 
Sometimes Steve Mitch (Benedum Nature Center, Wheel-
ing, WV) and I talk about how many years Bowen has been 
around as a company. He shakes his head and states that it 
seems like only yesterday that we were the new guys in the 
profession. 1985 seems like two days ago to me, truthfully.

I still remember every client and project and have personally 
been to nearly every client site in our history.

We founded the business based on three parameters:

1. Working with subject matter and projects we found  
    interesting.
2. Working with clients we found interesting.
3. Making a living at it.

It sure has worked out well. Today, we have a tip-top, interna-
tionally recognized operation on great financial footing with 
terrific staff members and a nice building on an acre of real 
estate. We have some clients whose first invoices are dated 
1988 and are still calling us for upgrades and new projects.
 
The excellent relationships and support we have shared with 
our clients has been earned thru hard work (long hours daily, 
nightly, weekend, etc, etc) and some pretty good innova-
tive thinking by our human elements. Read about some of 
our staff at www.bowentechnovation.com/people.htm. I am 
impressed every day with these people.

We have been able to gather from some amazing and unique 
experiences with the broadcast industry, National Football 
League stadium production, large scale 230,000 square foot 
museums, planetaria of all sizes, little kiosks and video walls, 
science centers, Imax theaters, and zoological institutions 
to create a melting pot of advanced, yet reliable and afford-
able ideas, and a support staff and mechanism to react super 
quickly to client needs.

The most important key to our success is to remain scalable. 
No piece of equipment or project is too small for us not to 
take your call. And yet, we complete a number of gangbuster 
large-scale projects as well. This assures constant contact with 
designers, fabricators, end users, and owner technicians. All 
these calls are of great value to us, and if we can’t take care of 
the small stuff, we don’t deserve your larger contracts.

Ding! Just got an email from a client wanting to upgrade a 
system we installed 15 years ago! So today is another day like 
the previous 9118 days, except what I am working on today is 
all new all over again, just like the previous 9118 days before, 
and the next day, and the next….

New BT Online Tutorials and 
Demos

By: Jeff Bowen

Webcasts are becoming very popular, but our clients have 
trouble viewing these at any scheduled time. So, we are 
launching a new set of full-motion video online web tutorials.
 
This is one of my personal pet projects. 

These online videos will fit into two categories.

1. Online tutorials for our systems regarding programming, 
    maintenance, production tips, etc.

2. Online product demos for the theater and exhibit audio, 
    video, lighting, control, and instructional/event packages 
    we install.

Various BT staff members and I will be scripting and creat-
ing these, and you will be able to view them at any time your 
schedule permits.  
 
We plan to have the first set online by the time you receive 
this, so contact us to see what the URL is for these.
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“Once again let me tell you how 
great it is to work with your guys. 
They are simply the best crew I have 
ever worked with.”



rainbows, and multiple color effects are all part of the capabilities. 

When the system is addressed as one whole unit address, the brightness of each 
color is adjusted globally where all lights react as one large lighting source. In 
these simpler systems, the effects are more basic, but the same brilliant colors and 
smooth fades are available. 

BT provides systems that are designed and setup in both formats. Our FXAurora 
Advanced system is provided with addresses for each individual strip and the 
lower cost FXAuroraSP system is a one address system, the second type described 
above.
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LED Myths and 
Mysteries

By: Dan Ritchie

LED lighting fixtures come in a variety 
of packages from a 
variety of vendors.  
With the variety of 
different vendors 
comes a nebulous 
cloud of informa-
tion regarding 
those LEDs, and 
one vendor’s refer-
ence may not be 

steps. This becomes very relevant in dark environments like exhibits, theaters, and 
planetariums, where these lights look “steppy” or “jerky” when they fade. Com-
paring the two graphs above shows the difference between 8 and 16 bit dimming.

Fake Out 

Another way of referring to the bitrate of the 3 color LEDs is to add the values 
together.  So, an 8-bit 3 color system could be referred to as a 24-bit RGB system.  
Not! Based on that thinking, our systems would be called 48-bit. Not! It is impor-
tant to ask the right questions and make sure you are getting the resolution you 
need for the application.  Often times, a local electrician may have access to the 
8-bit products and think that since it is listed as a 24-bit system it is better than the 
specification. So, they will try to add this book of business to their contract when 
specialized lighting is better left to the people that specialize in it like BT.

continued on next page...

the same as another vendor’s reference. 
The BT lighting systems use three 
points of reference when we specify or 
sell a system to clients: bitrate, address-
ability, and LED types.  

Bitrate 

Bitrate can refer to a multitude of dif-
ferent applications in today’s computer-
ized world, but in LED lighting systems 
they are referring to the way the LEDs 
are dimmed/faded.  LEDs use digital 
information to dim, and that digital 
information is in the form of “steps” of 
brightness. 

At BT we use our specially developed 
16-bit tri-color system.  This means we 
use 16 bits of information per color, 
for 3 colors.  Each color has 65,536 
steps of brightness from off to full on.  
We also have designed a special curve 
that utilizes these 16 bits in the most 
efficient way for low-light theaters and 
exhibits where smooth fading is a must. 

The most common LED products on 
the market outside these specially 
developed products are almost all stan-
dardized on an 8-bit per color system. 
With 8 bit technology, these LED prod-
ucts have only 256 steps of brightness 
between off and full on.  
 
So, for every 1 step of brightness in an 
8-bit system, the 16-bit system uses 256 

Addressability

LED Lighting systems can be structured 
with addresses for each individual strip 
or with one address for the whole system.  
When each unit is addressable, the light-
ing controller is able to set the brightness 
of each color for each strip individually. 
With this capability, the user is able to 
create an array of different settings and 
effects with the system. Wipes, chases, 

LED Types

LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) come in a 
variety of colors, shapes, and configura-
tions. They are available in single color 
or multicolor forms with shapes that are 
domed or arched, rectangular, square, and 

16-bit Curve 8-bit Curve

chip form. The two most common types in the lighting for special theaters are the 
domed/arched shape and the SMD chip shape.
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“LED Myths” continued from previous page...

Exhibit Design 101

By: Brien Barr

So, you want to build an exhibit or some type of audio visual 
presentation.  Hmmm…  
 
There are certain questions you must first ask yourself before 
setting the wheels in motion.

The Content Questions
 
Will it be an audio only program, video only, video with 
audio, or will it simply be still images?  

If there are video clips or still images being displayed…what 
resolution will they be?  

Stereo or 5.1 audio? 

Exhibit Playback Questions
 
How will visitors interact with this exhibit/presentation?  

Will they press a button to start the “show” such as at our 
Blood Bank Mobile Education Center? 

Is it triggered via a motion sensor, such as we use at our ex-
hibits at the National Museum of the Pacific War…

Initiated via a pressure sensitive step pad (Ohio Supreme 
Court Education Center)…

A trip beam sensor? 

If you don’t know the answers to these questions, feel free to 
contact any of the BT sales staff...or me.  Once you have the 
answers, we will put together a hardware package that will 
help you achieve your goals.  BT has a very large variety of

With the tri-colored chip design, the light source is virtually a 
single point, as opposed to the single-color type LED where 
RGB LEDs are clustered or lined up in a RGB-RGB-RGB… 
fashion. In this design, the light generates in separate points and 
has to combine “off-axis”.  

The tri-color SMD chip has all three colors encased in the same resin, and the resin acts as 
a single lens of sorts to spread the light as a single color verses the individual components 
of which it is made.  Color mixing and coverage are remarkably even and smooth, where 
single color LED systems often have a light scallop of the three colors that is visible with-
in the projected light from the LEDs. This visible scalloping detracts from the smoothness 
of the color of the light created, as well as from the smoothness of the surface from which 
it is reflecting.  In exhibits, theaters, and planetariums, where lighting is often very close 
to the reflective surface, this creates a displeasing effect. 

Contact us for login info to read more about these systems at  
www.bowentechnovation.com/planetarium/aurora.htm.

products from numerous manufacturers.  We will most 
certainly find the product(s) you need to get your whiz-bang 
presentation on-line.

Stay tuned for more...

In the next issue of our
newsletter, I will be 
going into greater 
detail about some of the 
hardware packages we 
provide.

A domed or arched shape LED is flat on the bottom, with the light source encased in a resin and shaped with a dome at the 
top to allow the light to radiate in a hemispherical type pattern. These LEDs act similar to tiny light bulbs about 3/16th of an 
inch wide, are often used in single color mode, and are combined together within groups or clusters or in a line of red, green, 
and blue to make white light.

SMD LEDs are shaped like a computer chip and are flat on both faces. These chips are found in single color and, more often, 
tri-color formats.  There are many advantages to the SMD chip design over the domed/arched design when it comes to our 
application.  
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“The System sounds great! 
People can now feel the music 
not just hear it!”

“I do appreciate the professional-
ism of Bowen Technovation.  When 
I have a problem, I know it will be 
addressed quickly. The quality of 
your service and the products are 
the reason to partner with you.”

Recently a number of articles have appeared in various 
international level magazines about our use of Furman power 
conditioning products in various large scale museum and 
science center installations. At some sites we have installed as many as 70+ Furman units with terrific results. We use the 
small units inside exhibit casework, behind flat panel displays or on top of projectors. The rack units protect our amps, 
processors and other rack mounted gear.

Inclusion of these units protects your projectors, computer, displays and amplifiers from damaging power fluctuations. 

Product Profile: Furman

Since many audio, video and lighting control devices are now digital they are more 
susceptible than ever to power gremlins.

A UPS is typically not a high-level power conditioner. It is important to use a UPS 
only where a UPS is needed and power conditioner/filters/surge where they are best 
used.  Furman has also just introduced their new BlueBolt UPS units that DO provide 
this protection along with Ethernet and time of day remote control capability. Jeff Nor-
ris at BT performed beta tests on these units and is a good source of into in deciding 
what solution is best for you.

Furman engineer Christos Desalernos makes himself available to Bowen staff at any moment. He states, “Bowen Tech-
novation has always been a valued partner with Furman.  They are consummate professionals. We rely on them for beta 
testing and product feature input for systems that they install worldwide.”

“Here at Furman we pride ourselves in delivering the best power management products in the market. With advanced 
non-sacrificial surge suppression, linear filtering technology, voltage regulation, isolation transformers, power distribution, 
battery backup, monitoring and control via the web, and energy management solutions, Furman is truly the most advanced 
power management company in the industry.  So, it only makes sense to partner up with outstanding companies such as 
Bowen Technovation.”

Product Profile: Lab.gruppen Some time ago we 
evaluated the  
Lab.gruppen product 
line and were knocked 
out with the sound 
quality and construc-
tion of their product. 

The issue was that the product was quite expensive. Recent volume pricing we 
have worked out now enables us to include this product in our premium advanced 
level systems without a price increase.

These amps exhibit signal to noise ratios that are off the charts at 112-118dbA, 
and they are proven to be super energy efficient. The amps are built with four amp 
channels in a 2U chassis so we can pack a tremendous number of channels in a 
small rack and with light weight. Each channel can be up to an impressive 4400 watts per channel!

We recently spent two months working with the PLM series powering new dual-12” and dual-15” three-way, biamplified 
speaker systems co-developed by Jeff Bowen and the engineers at Fulcrum Acoustics. The result is tremendous sound 
quality in a small, reliable package. The use of the PLM amps means the signal path is all-digital from sources thru amp. 
Several of these new systems have already been contracted from BT for installation worldwide. 

A recent training class was held with Joshua Evans, Technical Sales Manager for Lab.gruppen and Lake. He states, “Jeff 
and his team were amazing to work with. We are proud to be a part of their flagship designs and solutions. The complex-
ity and flexibility of the Lake DSP combined with the power amplification of Lab.gruppen will allow Bowen to continue 
raising the bar of audio excellence. Our multi channel amplifiers save clients by not wasting expensive equipment rack real 
estate and, at the same time, delivering thousands of clean energy efficient amplification.”
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“As for the planetarium, it is incredible.  I can hardly wait 
to get my hands on everything.  They had stars on the 
dome.  Saw some AstroFX stuff too.  The whole thing is 
outstanding!  It is going to be a showplace for sure.”

“Thank you for the splendid job of installing the sound, 
lighting, and control systems.  There have been plenty of 
OOHs and AAHs (and that’s just from my school’s  
administrators).”

Product Profile: Crown

BT staff have had great success recently 
installing a new seies of digital Crown am-
plifiers in exhibit and 5.1 theater settings. 
Crown certified BT for use of this special 
amp series a couple of years ago, and 
we have installed them across the globe.  
These new amps offer THX specs at a 
surprisingly nice price and are available in 
a wide variety of power ratings from 275 
watts per channel to 6000 watts mono! 
Seems like we can find one for almost 
every application. They only use up 2RU 
per amp and are lightweight to keep our 
shipping cost low.

Product Profile: Tannoy
Jeesh! We have been working with Tannoy forever, well, at least since the early ‘90s and have installed their speaker 
products in about every imaginable application. Small single speaker kiosks, 5.1 theaters, interactives, ceiling-wall-floor, 
outdoor zoo demo theaters, high-end domed theaters, and now they have worked with us to create a killer new high-
powered  product being used in the Expo halls of a new,  nearly 1,000,000 square foot convention center project we were 
asked to design.
 
We are currently installing several dozen Tannoys in the new Computer History Museum in Silicon Valley.

Several of us own Tannoy in our homes (JB has 15 various models at home) and 
BT has a 5.1 Tannoy system installed in our production studio.

Stable relationships with manufacturers 
are very important. We have worked with 
CEO Marc Bertrand at Tannoy for many 
years.   He states, “Providing a great 
design team like Jeff’s with point source 
transducer solutions, makes for award 
winning sound quality time after time. 

With speaker solutions to fit virtually every application, you can expect your 
room to be extremely intelligible for spoken word and very dynamic for music. 
Tannoy point source solutions marry the two seamlessly for great sounding installations.”



Three screens butted Three screens overlapped
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“Hi Res Dome Pans” continued from page 1...
and blend these images, video, and audio into a cohesive presentation over single or multiple screens all in perfect synchroni-
zation.  MediaManager provides the show producer the ability to pan, zoom, rotate, fade, blend, color shift, and mask image 
media in real time with no pre-rendering.  Almost any image, video, or audio file type in existence can be used by Media-
Manager.  Adding content to MediaManager is so easy you can download your favorite images and video from NASA and 
have them displayed on your dome in seconds!

Old Show CPR  

Use your existing content to create new, more exciting presentations.  Take an old still-image show and add the exciting ef-
fects and flexibility of the AstroFXMediaManager system.  The drag and drop programming of MediaManager allows easy 
experimentation so that the show producer can try various approaches of presenting content, and then, save the final result.  
Sequences of images, videos, and audio clips can be quickly copied and pasted into other presentations. So, if you create a 
really cool supernova sequence in one MediaManager show, that sequence can easily be inserted into any other shows you 
desire.  A MediaManager show can be programmed faster than an old slide based show and is much more fun to program as 
well!

Keep Under Control
 
AstroFX MediaManager can easily be controlled with a 
theater show control system so that the pace of the pre-
sentation can match the motions of the star projector or 
the more traditional special effects in an optomechanical 
planetarium theater.

Start Simple and Expand
 
The MediaManager system is scalable so that one can 

Panoramas = Flat…Curved…Domes… 

Not only can MediaManager display multiple 
screens of content, but it can also display those 
multiple screens in one continuous panoramic 
image.  The system has built in geometry correc-
tion so the position of your video projectors and 
the curve of your dome can be compensated for 
in the projection.

The combined resolution of a three-projector panorama can easily exceed 5500 pixels in width, providing a pixel density per 
square inch on the dome higher than any all-dome projection system. More than 5x the pixels provided by a 1028 or so pixel 
width curved mirror system.

start with a single channel system with one projector and later add more projectors and live video etc.  MediaManager will 
work with DLP, LCOS, LCD, and even CRT projectors or flat panel displays.    

A MediaManager system can be tailored to fit into any planetarium or exhibit space and provide the programming and pre-

“I have dealt with many people in your field 
in many different states and I would pick 
you and your crew hands down! The time 
and concern you give to projects and your 
sensitivity to budget is awesome. Thanks!!!”

sentation flexibility to match the creative vision of the producer 
without spending hours rendering and formatting.  It is a presen-
tation tool that is as flexible as it is spectacular.

To read more details about this product go to 
www.bowentechnovation.com/planetarium/mediamanager.htm.
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LED Lighting Energy 
Savings
By: 
David Binnewies
Chief Engineer

BT is well known for its 16-bit digi-
tal AstroFXAurora LED cove lighting 
systems for planetariums.  We also design 
and install LED lighting systems in other 
areas such as IMAX theaters, exhibits, and 
more.  Replacing traditional incandescent 
lighting with our DMX controlled LED 
systems provides smooth fades and, with 
RGB lighting, thousands of color combi-
nations.  Another major advantage is the 
energy saving, not to mention reducing the 
environmental impact.

If you walk into your theater surrounded 
by incandescent light fixtures and you hear 
the familiar hum of transformers and large 
dimmer panels as you turn up the lights in 
the room, this article is for you.  As much 
as 90% of the energy used for incandescent 
lights is emitted as heat, causing AC units 
to work harder during the summer.  In 
winter, the lighting might help warm the 
room, but this is still a more costly form 
of heat when compared to high efficiency 
heat pumps in modern buildings.  No one 
would think to touch a halogen work light 
after it’s been on for a short time, but a 
comparable LED fixture can be handled 
even after being on for hours.  Also con-
sider how often lamps need replacing, the 
time it takes to order and stock lamps, and 
how much is budgeted for replacement 
lights each year.
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The table above shows the energy savings for a 40’ dome lighting system that 
uses twelve 300W floodlights (with red, amber, and blue gels), compared to the 
BT Generation 3 Elite LED lighting system.  (For calculating energy savings, 
the number of BT LED fixtures is roughly equal to the circumference of the 
dome.)  Many factors affect energy cost including the price/KWH, how many 
hours the lights are used, and at what brightness. 

The cost savings is notable, but an even larger impact is the reduction of power 
plant pollutants such as CO2.  Using the example above, the BT LED lighting 
system produces 87% fewer CO2 emissions than the incandescent lights. (Based 
on the region and EPA website: http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-and-
you/how-clean.html) 

The best energy savings happen when equipment is turned off. By including a 
modern control system like AstroFXCommander and ExhibitFXCommander, 
power can be turned off automatically at night or when no one is in the room.

Many institutions, such as power companies and state governments, are provid-
ing incentives and funding for “going green”.  If you’re interested in finding out 
what BT can do to help with your lighting needs, give us a call.

NOTE:  
THIS IS NOT A MICROTILES DISPLAY CONFIGURATION... 
ALTHOUGH, IT COULD BE 

Go to www.bowentechnovation.com/crossword.pdf to view the full 
PDF version of the crossword.  Solve this and send your answers, 
along with your contact info and ship to address, to  
brienb@bowentechnovation.com to enter a drawing for a pair of 
Sennheiser headphones!

Cutoff date for your submission is Nov. 1, 2010.

Crossword Puzzle and Giveaway Contest

Crossword Puzzle 
created by  
Jason Umbreit

Winner and  answer key will appear on the BT web homepage on Nov. 15.
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